TES-AMM
Feeding the global Financial System from diverse local Applications
Quick Facts
Company:
•
•
•
•
•

Name: TES-AMM
Headquarters: Singapore
Industry: Electronic Waste Recycling
Products: IT Lifecycle Services
Operations: 34 locations globally

Benefits:
• Rapid integration of IT applications of existing
•

Intentsys Services:
•

Challenges and Opportunities:
•

•

•

The new & globally centralized ERP requires
transactional feeds from diverse local
applications
Integration with ERP is complex due to a
micro-services level architecture
To simplify business transactions between
the applications

and newly acquired businesses
Platform with reusable digital services

•

•

Discovery exercise translated business
requirements into business value, focused
project scope and Architecture Blueprint under
consideration of prerequisites and risks
Developed API for simplified Purchase-, Sales-,
Delivery Order and Invoice transactions on
MuleSoft Platform
Built, tested and handed over to in-house
Integration Center of Excellence

Implementation Highlights:
Solution:
• To provide one unified digital channel (aka.

•

API) with simplified parameters for all feeder
applications to post Purchase- Sales-, Delivery
Orders & Invoices
To orchestrate complexities on a central
Integration platform
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•

•
•

Rapid plug-out of an involved application after a
decision to discontinue its adoption without
impacting project scope or time line
A single sales transaction requires up to 8
service calls per line-item in a synchronous
fashion to return the generated order number
Project went live after 9 months, while business
was undergoing M&A activities with a new
business unit

TES-AMM has been a global leader in providing IT Lifecycle Services, offering bespoke
solutions that help customers manage the commissioning, deployment and retirement of
Information Technology (IT) assets.
Annually TES-AMM process millions of devices across 34 locations, among them Australia, ,
Singapore, China, India, Japan, Germany, the UK and the United States. They serve some of
the largest brands in the world including Original Equipment Manufacturers, blue-chip
multi-national companies, financial and leasing businesses, State/Federal governments,
and more.
Clear understanding
When Group CIO Erwin Choo
approached Intentsys, he had
a clear understanding about
what an integrated IT
landscape means for the longterm success of the enterprise.
Also in the business of M&A
Apart from TES-AMM’s core
business of maximizing value
recovery on IT asset
investment for businesses
while elminating risks,
compliance and environment,
COO Scott MacMeekin poined
out that Merger & Acquistion
activities are core to the
strategy.
It was agreed that digital
channels in form of APIs are
the way forward to effectively
involve IT applications of
acquired businesses.

Discovery first
Under the thought leadership of
Erwin and the C-level
management, the Intentsys team
led the Discovery phase to arrive
at the Architectural Blueprint and
a scope of work, while
scrutinizing business values &
creating awareness about
prerequisites and risks.
Agile Style development
After the initial phase, an API was
build to post Purchase-, Sales- and
Delivery Orders as well as
Invoices into Epicor ERP. Here an
Agile-centric approach helped to
deliver incrementally aka. Sprint
review.
Challenges with Micro-services
Since the API had to be designed
on operational (micro-service)
level, the MuleSoft platform
turned out to be an excellent
choice to orchestrate the
request/response logic. A single
sales transaction requires up to 8
service calls per line-item in a
synchronous fashion to return the
generated order number.

Center of Excellence (CoE)
In the meantime, Erwin established an
in-house Center of Excellence to take
over the project and manage the
operational solution when appropriate.
His team in Europe, closer to the local
operations, integrated the local
business application on the same
MuleSoft platform and plugged it into
the API.
Intentsys assisted the team and
eventually handed over the API to the
CoE
Alive & Kicking and Ready
TES-AMM just went live with their first
location in Scotland after 9 months
from the initial engagement. More
locations are lined up to follow suit.
Now the platform is ready to help
embark into the next operational
excellence project – Salesforce for
TES-AMM’s global teams.
These initiatives will strengthen
competitiveness. To build user
experience APIs would be the next step
to a truly digital business, ready to face
the challenges of the future.

About Intentsys:
Intentsys, short for Integrated Enterprise Systems, is passionate about bridging the space that connects Enterprise Systems,
Components, Devices, Things, Machines and People. Intentsys strongly believes in the dawn of the Digital Enterprise. Eventually,
companies of all sizes and industries will have to become Software-Driven Businesses to run successfully.
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Building Bridges in Software
www.intentsys.net

